USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10302.07

Host Bob_SM says:
THIS MISSION IS DEDICATED TO THE CREW OF THE USS COLUMBIA.... WHOSE MISSION WAS TO SEEK OUT NEW INFORMATION ABOUT OUR UNIVERSE AND EXPLORE THE NEAR EARTH BOUNDRIES FOR ALL OF US HERE ON EARTH.
MAY THEY REST IN PEACE OR SOAR TO THE REACHES OF SPACE... SO THAT ONE DAY, WE MAY FOLLOW THEM.

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=BEGIN MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA IS CONTINUING ITS SHAKEDOWN CRUISE
CSO_Taal says:
::sitting at his science station::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Gingerly walks around Engineering, making notes of all the systems ::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::in Astrometrics, looking over the latest information from the sensors::
CSO_Taal says:
::wonders what he should do after debriefing Starfleet regarding their encounter with the aliens::
MO_Lai says:
::On his way to sick bay after a short relief::
CNS_Bauer says:
::At the helm of the Geneva.  Thinking about going back to his own chair and position, but not just yet::
CEO_Stricker says:
::In his office writing a report to Star Fleet about the Galour method. Also writing a message to Professor Galour himself::
CMO_Tunik says:
::in his office with Orik standing right before him:: Orik: You seriously want to do this Ensign? You're certain?
XO_Shras says:
:: leaves his office and takes the turbolift ::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE NEW COMMAND MODULE AND ASTROMETRIC LAB ARE TO BE FULLY CHECKED OUT TO ENSURE PROPER OPERATION AND MISSION READINESS
XO_Shras says:
TL: Bridge!
XO_Shras says:
:: enters the bridge and walks to the command chair were he sits ::
MO_Lai says:
::Enters Sick Bay:: ALL: Knock, knock. Anyone here !?
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::nods to Tunik before turning to see Lai:: MO: We're in here Ensign.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE CAPTAIN OF THE GENEVA HAS LEFT ON THE FASTEST SHUTTLE BACK TO THE NEAREST STARBASE TO BE DEBRIEFED ON THE RECENT VISITORS PASSING THROUGH THE ALPHA QUADRANT
CNS_Bauer says:
::Going through the procedures for shakedown and checking off tests as they are completed.  Thinking - this is great. Enjoying the opportunity to get this experience.
EO_Chapu says:
:: finishes the report of the systems;  checks with several of the Engineering Staff about their assigned system consoles during their watch ::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Welcome to the bridge, Commander.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks out of his office and sees the EO:: EO: Hi there Lieutenant. All systems normal?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER CONTEMPLATES THE FATE OF THE FLIGHT CONTROL OFFICER FOR HIS RECENT ACTIONS THAT COULD HAVE RESULTED IN SERIOUS DAMAGE TO THE SHIP AND ITS CREW
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks behind himself and grins::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Shakedown going well, Sir.
EO_Chapu says:
:: continues  with the report :: CEO : Yes, sir.  I'm just making a report for the last mission
XO_Shras says:
:: Not really paying attention to bridge activity :: CNS: Hum! Yes, I suppose...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Continues to run systems::
CSO_Taal says:
XO: Sir, you seem preoccupied.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: So am I. I got my report to Starfleet. First time the Galour method worked. I am writing Professor Galour, He'll be excited to here our success with this method.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Approximately 53% complete.
CMO_Tunik says:
Orik: In that case... ::reaches under his desk and takes out a PADD:: ...here is your new position in the Simple Tears play.
EO_Chapu says:
:: finishes the report; walks up to the CEO and hands him the PADD :: CEO: Aye, sir.  I'm done with mine, sir.
FCO_Davis says:
::enters the bridge and walks over to the XO::XO: Excuse me sir, I was told to report to the bridge. Ensign James Davis. ::nods::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::looks up as the console beeps:: Self: Hmmm
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Pass it over. I’ll review it and send it with my two reports over to command.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees Ens. Davis approach and reluctantly resigns the helmsman's chair:: DAVIS: Here you are Ensign. ::Gets up and moves:: I was running standard shakedown procedures. Resume.
XO_Shras says:
FCO: Hum! Oh yeah, please take the helm!
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Perhaps you can stay at OPS and assist Ensign Davis
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Additional orders, sir?
FCO_Davis says:
::heads to the helm:: CNS: Thank you counselor. Anything to report on the flight systems?
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::smiles at the part:: Orik: Thank you sir. I won't let you down. ::smiles at the part... :: ... Oh joy!
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: I was just beginning check on calibrations on the left starboard nacelles.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::taps on her PADD and looks up as the console continues displaying scan data::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Unless command gives me any to pass down; nothing as of yet. Just monitor all stations and if anything goes wrong contact me. I’ll be in my office
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Holler if you need anything.  ::Takes operations:: XO: Aye, Sir.
FCO_Davis says:
::looks at the readings:: CNS: I see. Thanks.
MO_Lai says:
::Shrugs as he approaches the CMO's office::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Aye, sir.  :: Smiles ::
XO_Shras says:
:: Gets out of his reflections :: CNS: Give me a report on our status as soon as possible
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks off into his office and sit back in his chair::
FCO_Davis says:
::continues with the calibrations and hums softly to himself::
CSO_Taal says:
::hears Ensign Davis humming::
CMO_Tunik says:
Orik: I see you are happy with your part.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::reads from the PADD:: Tunik: Strip my soul of the weighing pain. Peace is lost from these blood shot eyes. Internally wasted, buried in sorrow. Release this soul before it goes insane. I cannot stand all lows but no highs. Today is good-bye and death is tomorrow!
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Shakedown at 54% completion. Estimated time till completion 3 hours.
EO_Chapu says:
:: continues his gingerly walk around Engineering ::
MO_Lai says:
::Approaches and taps lightly on the entrance frame::
OPS_Cailand says:
::steps out onto the bridge and glances around, then moves toward her console:: CNS: I believe I will be able to lessen that amount of time, Counselor.
CMO_Tunik says:
::refrains from rolling his eyes:: Orik: I would prefer it if you practiced your part elsewhere Ensign.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Pending any unknown horrors, of course.
CSO_Taal says:
::watches OPS interact with CNS::
FCO_Davis says:
::smiles as the numbers on the nacelle check out::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::walks back over to the main console and pulls up images of the star system the Geneva is currently in::
CNS_Bauer says:
OPS: If any one can, it’s you. ::Moves out of Raines way:: It's all yours.
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: Please enter Ensign.
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: Both I and Mister Chapu have completed our reports sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods to the CNS and steps into place, immediately rearranging the console, and her hands begin expertly working over the console, as she sighs slightly to herself....::
CMO_Tunik says:
Orik: Please call Ms. Tlatoani to sickbay for her physical. ::nods to him:: MO: What can I do for you Ensign?
FCO_Davis says:
::grabs a padd and inputs some data as he hums away happily::
CSO_Taal says:
::hears Ensign Davis humming::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::nods to the CMO... leaves his office before tapping combadge:: *CIV*: Orik to Tlatoani. Are you busy?
MO_Lai says:
::Nods and enters:: CMO: Permission to be reinstated to active duty, after my little headache ??
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes and plops himself down in his own chair.::  SELF: Helm's chair was to hard... OPS was too soft..... My chair is juuuuuuust right. ::Smiles to himself satisfied to have been able to try on two different hats today::
XO_Shras says:
*CEO*: How is the ship performing now?
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: Yes. Of course Ensign.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::perks her ears:: *Orik*: Not parrrticularrrly. Do you need something?
CMO_Tunik says:
::stands:: MO: I don't want you to be too stressed Ensign. If things get too tough, get the other crew to work with you.
CSO_Taal says:
::hears the Counselor talking to himself::
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: At normal levels sir. Most systems are operating over 85%. Although the shake down will take more time to get all systems back up, we are making progress sir.
MO_Lai says:
CMO: Thank you sir... I couldn't help but overhear something about a play!?
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> *CIV*: I believe you're scheduled for your first physical with Doctor Tunik.
XO_Shras says:
*CEO*: Good, Shras out.
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*; Stricker out sir...
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: Yes. I've been thinking that maybe the Geneva needs to be... more festive. Therefore, I am planning a play... using a collection of poems.
FCO_Davis says:
::gets to work on the navigational sensor controls and watches as the lights move from amber to green as they come to full power::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Chit chats with all the staff when he gets to their stations ::
MO_Lai says:
CMO: I see... Written by whom, if I may ask
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: Umm... I'm not certain if you've heard of him. Antuan J. Vance... a 21st century poet.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Leans over to Shras:: XO: So, Commander, how have you enjoyed your time in the big chair?
XO_Shras says:
FCO: Davis, for how long have you graduated from the Academy?
MO_Lai says:
CMO: Can't say that I have.. Anyhow... I have a little edge in acting, if there is a spare part available ::smiles::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> *CIV*: Are you coming?
CMO_Tunik says:
MO:  I'll see what I can pull up for you Ensign. I'm still working on it.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Turn his chair over to his replicator:: Computer: One cup of Rygel Spring water and a bowl of Mozza ball soup please.
FCO_Davis says:
::notices that Raine has taken her station:: OPS: Well hi there Raine. Nice to see you again. ::winks::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Not exactly. If you remember, it began with the disappearance of our Captain and all hell breaking loose on this ship...
CEO_Stricker says:
*EO*: I need to see you in my office for just a second. I think we should go over your report.  ::Takes his food from the replicator and bring it to his desk::
EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*: Aye, sir.  :: walks to the CEO's office 
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises both eyebrows and raises her head to look across the bridge. Since when did she give this person permission to address her by her first name.... she blinks... she is not with the MInions any longer......:: FCO: I am afraid I.... do not recognize your face. ::frowns, speaking more to herself as she glances down at her console::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::looks up from her work:: *Orik*: Just a moment please and I'll be on my way.
MO_Lai says:
CMO: No problem. So, sir.. What's on the agenda today?
CEO_Stricker says:
::Eats some of his soup:: EO: Sit down please Lieutenant.
OPS_Cailand says:
Self: And this disturbs me greatly.... ::looks puzzled for a moment before returning to her previously neutral expression... and she raises her head and eyes once more:: FCO: My thanks for the... greeting...
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> *CIV*: Great! I'll tell him you're coming. Or... as my character might say... 'To make me wait... is to make me thirst for water hesitant to arrive.'
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I thought as much. Remember, it was a tough on every one. I think you did great. Being in charge never wins popularity.
FCO_Davis says:
::raises his eyebrow:: Self: Oh someone's in a snit today. ::smiles and goes back to work::
EO_Chapu says:
:: nods and takes a seat ::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::raises an eyebrow:: *Orik*: Ooooookay.
FCO_Davis says:
:;looks up again:: OPS: You're welcome I'm sure.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Continues eating his soup and drinking his water:: EO: Would you like anything to eat or drink Lieutenant?
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods, her eyes puzzled as she looks at the face, and she shakes her head.... deciding that this was not supposed to have happened, but pushes it to the back of her mind... to be dealt with later.....::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: No thanks, sir.  I'm taking my lunch break in an hour, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I think, if you don't need me, I shall go do other things more in line with a counselor. It was fun thanks for the time at the driver’s seat.
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Good day counselor
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::locks down her console and leaves Astrometrics, heading to the TL::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Gets up and leaves the bridge::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Very well Mister Chapu. ::Eats some of his soup:: You ever had Mozza ball soup Lieutenant? It's pretty good.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Sickbay.
FCO_Davis says:
::finishes on the sensor controls and sits back for a moment gazing around the bridge:: Self: Hmm, I wonder where all the good looking women are today?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters Turbo Lift::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: I've had some, sir.  I'm not to hot on it.  I hate to be a bother, sir, but didn't you call me in here to discuss the report I gave you?
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues working..... But also composes a short message which will await the Counselor at his desk.... if and when he should find it, it will be dealt with..... She hopes...::
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: I am to run a physical on our new Astrometrics expert. Then, I planned on coordinating a meeting with Cailand, Bauer, Shras, and I.
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: Deck 6, please.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::exits the TL and walks down the hall, looking for Sickbay::
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: I was thinking. Would you like to make yourself more familiar with the crew? I usually don't send people to idly chit chat... however, if you're ordered to... it's not as bad.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Oh yes of course... my mistake. This soup is so good sometimes I forget where I am. ::Takes out both PADD:: I just want an opinion of the events from you. Something person. I hardly get that in your reports. A feeling, an emotion. Anything Lieutenant, just to ease my curiosity.
XO_Shras says:
:: gets up and walks around the bridge, looking here and there the consoles displays ::
MO_Lai says:
CMO: My day has been a little lonely ::Smirks::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::enters Sickbay and glances around::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: A SUDDEN POWER FLUCTUATION LEADS TO A POWER SPIKE WHICH LIGHTS UP SOME OF THE OPERATIONS CONSOLE AS WELL AS THE ENGINEERING CONSOLE
FCO_Davis says:
::sees the XO making his "walk" around the bridge and readies a padd with the flight information for him in case he stops by the helm::
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: Then by all means Mr. Lai... ::proceeds towards the exit of his office:: ... make way for the crew. If anyone gives you trouble at the lounge, in engineering, or on the bridge... tell them... under direct order you have to speak to people.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Never mind now, we got to check that out! ::Exists his office::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Gets out on Deck 6 and goes to Quarters/Office::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises both eyebrows and her hands speed up:: XO: Sir, a sudden power fluctuation just.... occurred.... ::speaking is a bit incoherent as she is still piecing everything together, again working form behind and in front of her::
CSO_Taal says:
::sees the operations console light up from where he is sitting::
OPS_Cailand says:
*CEO*: Operations to Engineering...
XO_Shras says:
:: surprise by one of the console sparkling, continues his round shaking his head ::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE POWER SPIKE RESULTS IN NEGATIVE FEEDBACK LOOP WHICH CAUSES THE WARP CORE TO BECOME UNSTABLE
MO_Lai says:
CMO: Understood ::Laughs::
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Come in OPS
FCO_Davis says:
::is startled by a flash over at the engineering console::
OPS_Cailand says:
*CEO*: I detected....::eyes widen slightly:: Tell me you concur my readings.... the warp core....
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: :: nods at the CEO's comment at the soup ::  It's a bit hard ..... :: Gets up and walks out, checking the systems ::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::twitches her tail and glances around:: All: Anyone in herrrre?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: WHEN THE WARP CORE BECOMES UNSTABLE, THE ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS IN VARIOUS AREAS OF THE SHIP, INCLUDING SICKBAY, BECOME FOULED
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::runs to the CIV... Drops to his knees... and has a look of passion:: CIV: Every moment without you was a thousand wounds to my tortured, tortured soul.
CEO_Stricker says:
*OPS*: Our warp core has just become unstable. We are compensating right now. Try to give us auxiliary power
OPS_Cailand says:
*CEO*: Understood, I am attempting just that.
CSO_Taal says:
::looks around to see if everyone is alright::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Report!
EO_Chapu says:
:: moves back to the Warp Core console and starts checking things out ::
XO_Shras says:
:: ears the CEO report ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::exits his office... sees Orik... and refrains from making a comment::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::wide eyes:: Orik: I think you need to speak to the Counselorrr about that.
OPS_Cailand says:
XO: Sir, the warp core has become unstable and we are in the process of righting the situation. Environmental systems are affected as well...
FCO_Davis says:
XO: Commander, dropping out of warp.
OPS_Cailand says:
::eyes are a bit confused, but she continues working diligently::
XO_Shras says:
FCO: Take us to half impulse
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: Sir, the warp core just became unstable. We are fixing the problem with auxiliary power sent by Operations.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees his P.A. Ryan Korla in his office preparing schedules:: KORLA: Hi, Korla. Anything up?
XO_Shras says:
*CEO*: Any cause for the instability?
FCO_Davis says:
XO: Aye sir, half impulse aye. ::taps the console::
XO_Shras says:
OPS: Warn the doctor to be prepared for environmental health issues
CMO_Tunik says:
CIV: Please... ::looks at Orik:: ... take a seat at a nearby biobed::
CNS_Bauer says:
<P.A. RYAN>: Nothing at all until 1600 hours.
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: There was a fluctuation and a power surge, but I’m uncertain of the reason.  ::scurries around Engineering trying to find out the problem::
XO_Shras says:
:: notes with what diligence the FCO is acting, and he is very pleased by it ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods:: *CMO*: Doctor, be prepared for possible environmental health issues. A power fluctuation is affecting various systems.
CNS_Bauer says:
RYAN: Cool. Cover for me. Goliath and I will be in Holodeck 2.
XO_Shras says:
*CEO*: Report when you have an answer
CMO_Tunik says:
::taps his combadge:: *OPS*: Acknowledged Lieutenant.
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: Aye Commander!
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::looks over at the Doctor and breathes a sigh of relief as seeing that he isn't human:: CMO: Verrry well. ::hops up on a biobed::
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues working, rerouting power and trying to trace the surge...::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Sir, there was an interruption in the power supply.
CNS_Bauer says:
<P.A. RYAN> CNS: As you wish, Sir. Just could you be a bit more careful in there, please.
MO_Lai says:
::Exits the office:: Orik: I'm Ensign Lai.. Nice to finally meet you ::Holds out hand::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: What are you reading. I just have surges and fluctuations. What was the cause of the interruption?
CNS_Bauer says:
RYAN: Sure. See ya. ::Goes next door to quarters::
FCO_Davis says:
::looks over at Raine:: OPS: Can I give you a hand?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Checks his Computer for messages::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow:: FCO: If you wish to help, tracing the power surge from your console may assist in finding answers.... perhaps there was a detection we did not note but the computer did while we were at Warp...
OPS_Cailand says:
::did not stop working once for the duration of her response to the FCO::
CSO_Taal says:
::wonders who is working on the problem, logic dictates the engineering section::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> MO: It's great to meet you too. It'll be fun working with you oh valiant friend of medical masterworks.
EO_Chapu says:
JEO:  Johnson, JT 23-Alpha-4.
FCO_Davis says:
::smiles:: OPS: On it Lieutenant.
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods a bit distractedly::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Brings up and begins reading messages::
CMO_Tunik says:
CIV: I need you to lie completely still on the biobed... I'll enclose it around you and perform a very deep scan. Please lie still.
MO_Lai says:
Orik: I'll be seeing you.. ::Gives the thumbs up and exits promptly::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Sir, a couple of gel packs were damaged.
FCO_Davis says:
::begins to trace the power surge's course as best he can from the helm::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::gulps and lies down:: CMO: Alrrright. This won't hurrrrt?
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::smiles at the MO as he leaves::
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: It seems we have a power interruption in JT 23 section Alpha 4. Repair team Lima is on its way. Also a couple of gel packs were damaged
CMO_Tunik says:
CIV: The scans usually don't hurt unless you're suffering from a very rare form of radiation poisoning... and a few other disorders I don't feel I should mention.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CMO: Okay
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees a message from Cailand:: SELF: How odd. Wonder what she wants with me.
XO_Shras says:
*CEO*: Get the ship warp capable in five minutes
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: yes sir!
CMO_Tunik says:
::moves to head of biobed... and begins the scans::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok Lieutenant, Command wants warp in 5 minutes. We better get working....
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods slightly as she concurs with the CEO/XO and their conversation, then continues working from her end...::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::closes her eyes and tries to relax::
CSO_Taal says:
::five minutes? It'll take a miracle worker to do the job::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: We're close to it, sir.  I'm by-passing systems to get it back up
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::walks towards the CMO and CIV:: CIV: Tunik's done this more than a hundred times. I'm surprised he doesn't get sick of the same old job over and over again… ::looks at the CMO:: CMO: You've been doing this for... how many years?
XO_Shras says:
:: come to the FCO station, looking over his shoulder ::
MO_Lai says:
::Stands idle for a moment, thinking of somewhere to go::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::opens one eye and looks at Orik::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Ok, reroute sub-section 103 into sub-sections A-31 and 140-RD
FCO_Davis says:
XO: May I help you Commander? Looks up at Shras and smiles::
EO_Chapu says:
:: gets cracking on the re-routing ::
CNS_Bauer says:
GOLIATH: She wants to meet with me and Tunik after the shift.... says she noticed something we all missed. Wonder what that’s about? Guess I'll find out later, huh? ::Looks up at waiting pup:: GOLIATH: Ok, let's go. ::Grabs bag and the two bid a hasty exit::
XO_Shras says:
FCO: For how long have you been on this ship ensign?
CMO_Tunik says:
Orik: I've officially worked with Starfleet vessels for 15 years as a doctor... this is not including my work with Romulans and Klingons.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Remember, five minutes, Command order Lieutenant...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters Turbo Lift:: COMPUTER: Deck 8, please.
MO_Lai says:
::Wanders away towards the lounge::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  I know, sir.
FCO_Davis says:
::picks up the padd he'd prepared earlier and hands it to the XO:: XO: The helm report sir. Eight months sir.
XO_Shras says:
FCO: You have been quite efficient here today, keep up the good work
XO_Shras says:
FCO: Do you have your status report ready?
CMO_Tunik says:
CIV: The scans are complete. ::looks at Orik:: Orik: You seem very pleased about getting that position in the play. Why?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Upon arriving, exits on deck 8 and leads his dog to Holodeck 2::
FCO_Davis says:
::nods:: XO: Thank you Commander. :;points to the padd:: Right here sir.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::sits up:: CMO: Thank you Doctorrrr.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::smiles at the CIV... Who’s a pretty cute collection of fur:: CMO: It's just that... I've seen all of those holo-novels and plays... but I haven't been in a real one before. I won't let you down.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  I'm done, Lt.
XO_Shras says:
:: Takes the PADD and returns to the command chair :: FCO: Thanks ensign.
FCO_Davis says:
::turns back and looks over at Raine and winks again::
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: Stricker to Shras: warp power is back online.
MO_Lai says:
::Walks towards the lounge entrance, cracks his fingers, and enters::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Thank you Lieutenant.
OPS_Cailand says:
::didn't see the FCO as she was finishing up the power allocations...::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::ears perk at mention of a play:: CMO/Orik: You have plays herrrre?
CMO_Tunik says:
::moves from the biobed... giving the CIV plenty of space:: CIV: I've... just begun working on a play. I'm hoping to make the Geneva a little more festive. Increasing the moral of the crew is another one of my goals.
CNS_Bauer says:
HOLODECK COMPUTER: Computer, run program Bauer 11.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::sits up and twitches her tail:: CMO: Everrrryone is welcome to watch?
CMO_Tunik says:
CIV: That is correct.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::small smile:: CMO: Then I shall be therrre. ::looks at Orik::
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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